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LECTURE ABSTRACT

Abundant solar energy holds the promise for addressing the future global energy challenge. The primary obstacle to fully applying solar energy technology is the lack of an efficient and low-cost solar energy harvesting and conversion system. Our research efforts at The University of Alabama primarily focus on developing efficient electrode materials to help address global energy challenge. These electrode materials may contain multicomponent, engineered structures of low-cost materials for efficient light energy absorption, charge separation, charge transport, and fuel conversion, which are key steps involved in solar cell and solar water splitting technologies. This presentation will primarily focus on low-cost water oxidation catalyst NanoCOT electrode which contains earth-abundant elements and operating efficiently in an alkaline solution for oxygen evolution reaction (OER), surface plasmon enhanced thin film photocatalysts, and MoS$_2$ coated p-type semiconductor for solar water splitting with enhanced stability and catalytic activity. Spectroelectrochemistry techniques such as dark field scattering and electrogenerated chemiluminescence for resolving electrocatalyst at single nanoparticle level will be discussed in this presentation in order to study the structure-function relationship of electrocatalysis systems containing nanostructures.
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